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- Customised: pre-assembled cable from LINK - 

LINK is best known for its security components such as magnetic contacts, opening and glass 

breakage detectors or door loops. But not many people know: LINK also manufactures a wide 

variety of cables. And not just for the security sector. 

A wealth of experience 

LINK has been manufacturing its own cables 

for its security components for many years. It 

does this in its very own modern machine 

park. Cutting and stripping cables, stripping 

and crimping braids, applying connectors or 

sockets to cables and then mechanically 

bundling them, with custom printing on the 

sheath – the ability to implement a large 

number of cable assemblies extremely flexibly 

in-house helps to ensure that we are able to 

cater perfectly to individual customer 

requests. LINK is taking advantage of this 

know-how and expanding its product portfolio. 

Pre-assembled cables from LINK are now also 

available separately from the security 

components. This offer is aimed not only at 

customers in the security sector, but also 

generally at customers from a wide range of 

industries. 

Wide range 

LINK can handle a very wide range of cables 

in its cable centre in two and even three-shift 

operation: cables with PVC insulation and 

sheath (LIYY), flexible and robust drag chain 

cables (LI9C11Y) or even oil and chemical- 

resistant oil flex cables. The cables can be cut 

to any length, starting from a length of 0.2 

metres. From 1.6 metres, they are 

mechanically coiled and tied so that further 

processing can proceed smoothly. The cable 

diameters (from 2.5 to 8 millimetres), the 

number of leads contained therein (up to 14 

in one cable) and the braid cross sections 

(from 0.14 mm2 to 0.75 mm2) are also 

variable. The LINK standard range of services 

also includes fitting of various JST connector 

types with a wire diameter of AWG 18 to AWG 

28. 

Custom manufacturing possible 

LINK customers have the choice between standard products and made-to-measure solutions. 

First, the feasibility of custom design requests is reviewed. The customer then receives the 

result in a period of about one to two weeks. LINK meets customer-specific requirements not 

only for security components, but also for pre-assembled cables. 

More information/contact person at Mr. Steffen Lemmer (E-mail) or Mr. Otmar Liesfeld (E-mail) 

» For more information click here. 

- Product catalogue updated - 

The updated “LINK Solutions 2023 // 2024” product catalogue is available on our website 

now. To access it, simply click here . 
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